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Theoretical and practical knowledge

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
I work as a consultant at Seges a company owned by farmers. I work for farmers, and farmes organisations but I don’t do political workThis is my own presentation based on my theoretical and practical knowledge from more than 10 years of work with the ammonia regulation



  

     
    

   A plea for proportionality

• Elements of the ammonia emission regulation are not integrated

• Adopted as a general regulation with no compensation 

• Can have very severe consequences for the specific farmers business

• Not directly integrated with nature management or restoration 

• May have very little positive effect on the conservation status of nature

• A plea for a more integrated and holistic approach at the right scale, 

• could benefit nature and have much less consequences for farming
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I’ve choose to call my presentation ”A plea for proportionality”As you might realize right away, this is of course because i do not find that the present regulation is not effective – and it has to high costI find this because….And i would like my presentation



  

     
    

   

Illustrations of scenarios 
for the reductions in 
ammonia emissions from 
agriculture

NEC directive reduction 
demand in 2020 is 24 % of 
the 2005 level

IFRO scenarios 1- 4 
(2014)

DCE scenarios (2017)

Scenarios for the ammonia emissions  

Oplægsholder
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Latest scenarios show that the general regulation and structural development in the livestock-farming will lead to a reduction of 21%. Not entirely the promised 24%, but still an ambitious goal. Good colleagues of mine do not agree about the terms for the newest calculations, and some have already been proved to be wrong. However if there is gap, it may have consequences.



  

     
    

   Deposition scenarios?

Total N depositions to different regions of Denmark 2015. Source: AU, DCE Local scale dry-ammonia depositions 2015. Source: AU, DCE 

Dk Farming

Farming abroad

DK other

Other abroad

Oplægsholder
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We all know, that there is no direct link from emmissions to depositions, But as the Nitrogen effects on nature results from cummulative effect of depositions above the critical, depositions scenarions could be very usefull in policy and regulation making… such scenarios is not made. And restrictions for the farmers future emissions is bassed on the pressent status of nature…Not history nor future – could give a very unrealistic expectations to the effects of the regulation.   In this context you should be aware that the reductions of 24 % percent from the NEC of the around 29 % of the danish farmers contributions the total Nitrogen deposition is not enough to meet the critical loadsUp to 66 % of the danish depositon is from abroadIn the southern part of Denmark, eliminating farming will not reduce deposition to below critical loads.I’m aware of the local scale variety, but background deposition is the major contributor. Thus the general reduction will probably have a effect especially when other contries also reduce their contributions. However in Denmark scenarios for deposition decrease over time in not made and not included in the regulation sceme 



  

     
    

   Case

• 6210 grassland (not priority)

• 0,7 ha

• Is legally fertilised

• Is owned and managed by the 
farmer

• Had his latest permit in 2010

• Applied for 
expansion/modernisation of 
the farm in 2013

• Would lead to a reduction in 
the deposition from 2,3 – 1,7 
kg N/ha/year

Oplægsholder
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Included in the designation in 2011



  

     
    

   

• Permit for 250 dairy cows in 2005

• Reassessed in 2014

• Very close to 7220 * petrifying spring

• Permit threshold of 0,7 kg N/ha/year

• Very few possibilities for changes of 
any kind at the farm

• Immediate loss of market value

• Production will be maintained as 
long a possible to ”pay the bills”

Case

Oplægsholder
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Another case at a dairy farm at the margin of a Natura-2000 site. I these cases relatively mordern farms in conflicting 



  

     
    

   Ammonia regulation includes nationally protected areas

• The national protected habitats are not clearly defined by law

• These are not designated but protected ”by appearance”

• Danish Nature Act holds a ban against alterations to the protected habitats

• No clear limits to what an alteration is?

• A fairly large proportion is privately owned

• There is no obligation to manage privately owned habitats

• There are no specific tools developed to estimate the critical load protecting 
against ” to much alteration”

• Individual assessment….

Oplægsholder
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It is really a black boks and it is very very hard to callenge the assesment	have to prove it is not protected	no alterations will happen…Based on undefined 



  

     
    

   Locating or relocating farms is difficult – and obstacles 
cannot be foreseen



  

     
    

   

• Designated as ”partly” a 
raised bog

• Raises the area to a 
category 2 threshold

• Total dep 20 kg N/ha/year

• Background 17 kg 
N/ha/year

• Drained for decades

• Grazed or cut 

• Owned by the farmer

A disproportionate focus on ammonia
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I’m sorry, but i find i really hard to imagine how the regulation will have any kind of effect on this area….



  

     
    

   Thoughts of scale, integration and a more holistic approach

• Focus on a landscape scale, not the specific habitat 

• Include management history, plans and prognoses 

• Buy and close farms with highly problematic locations

• Outdated, high emission farms in nature dense area

• Adopt the possibility to exchange emission regulation with area specific management 
plans

• Maybe even in another area

• Create room for development in less/not problematic locations

• Investment motivations for modern low emission production systems

Oplægsholder
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If there is a gap in the NEC


